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Abstract 14 

     The growing use of genomics data in diverse animal models provides the basis for 15 

identifying genomic and transcriptional differences across species and contexts. 16 

Databases containing genomic and functional data have played critical roles in the 17 

development of numerous genetic models but are lacking for most emerging models of 18 

evolution. There is a rapidly expanding use of genomic, transcriptional, and functional 19 

genetic approaches to study diverse traits of the Mexican tetra, Astyanax mexicanus.  20 

This species exists as two morphs, eyed surface populations and at least 30 blind cave 21 

populations, providing a system to study convergent evolution. We have generated a 22 

web-based analysis suite that integrates datasets from different studies to identify how 23 

gene transcription and genetic markers of selection differ between populations and across 24 

experimental contexts. Results can be processed with other analysis platforms including 25 

Gene Ontology (GO) to enable biological inference from cross-study patterns and identify 26 

future avenues of research. Furthermore, the framework that we have built A. mexicanus 27 

can readily applied to other emerging model systems. 28 

 29 

  30 
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 2 

Introduction 31 

     The reduced cost and increased efficiency of sequencing has led to enormous growth 32 

in the application of sequencing approaches to study diverse biological processes. In 33 

previous decades, these approaches were predominantly performed on a small number 34 

of genetically amendable model organisms including Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila 35 

melanogaster, zebrafish, and mouse. Model-organism-specific databases have been 36 

generated for each of these model systems, providing critical resources that decrease 37 

access barriers to genomic and phenotypic data (1-3). Recently, there has been 38 

increased application of genomic and molecular approaches to non-standard model 39 

systems, as these model systems may enable comparative evolutionary studies not 40 

possible in traditional systems (4). However, a lack of databases and analytic tools for 41 

many of these emerging model organisms impedes analysis of genomic data collected 42 

across different studies. 43 

 44 

     The Mexican tetra, Astyanax mexicanus is an emerging model system to study the 45 

convergent evolution of diverse biological traits. These fish are comprised of a single 46 

population of river dwelling surface fish and at least 30 cavefish populations of the same 47 

species (5). Astyanax mexicanus cavefish populations have independently evolved 48 

numerous morphological, behavioral, and physiological differences from their surface 49 

conspecifics (6,7). These fish can be efficiently reared in laboratories, allowing for the 50 

application of transgenic and gene-editing approaches (8). There is a rapidly growing 51 

focus on genomic data in these systems that compare cave and surface populations. 52 

Current genomic data includes fully assembled genomes for surface and cave 53 

populations, population genetic resequencing, and transcriptomic data across different 54 

contexts (9,10). The development of a database that compiles the growing number of 55 

genomics data across different contexts would provide a valuable resource for accessing 56 

and analyzing this information.  57 

 58 

     The Shiny package in R offers a method to produce powerful community web 59 

resources that can go far beyond traditional repositories of data (11). Shiny databases 60 

enable researchers to incorporate the statistical analysis and data visualization 61 
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capabilities of the R programming language into a reactive database that also functions 62 

as a community data repository. The combination of these tools allows users to sift 63 

through vast amounts of data, enabling novel discoveries (12). The generation of a Shiny 64 

database for comparative models of evolution could combine data across populations 65 

and studies. The flexibility of these systems and intrinsic analysis capabilities allows for 66 

direct comparisons of genetic data from disparate sources. Here, we generated a Shiny 67 

database, CaveCrawler, which combines population genetics and transcriptomic data 68 

from multiple Mexican tetra populations and leverages Gene Ontology (GO) term 69 

information to enable unique biological inferences from cross-study patterns. We 70 

demonstrate that the analysis features of this program can identify genes that are 71 

implicated in evolutionary processes across populations of A. mexicanus, using different 72 

methodologies, and in different studies.   73 

 74 

Methods 75 

     The CaveCrawler database acts as a repository for transcription, Gene Ontology (GO), 76 

population genetics, and annotated genome data acquired from different studies in A. 77 

mexicanus, including those using reference genomes for surface and Pachón cavefish 78 

(9,13). With a highly accessible web interface, CaveCrawler enables researchers to 79 

search for data on genes-of-interest, find genes whose transcriptional levels match 80 

defined criteria, find genes which fit desired population genetics parameters, and also 81 

identify genes associated with cellular components, molecular functions, and biological 82 

processes. 83 

 84 

CaveCrawler modules 85 

     The CaveCrawler framework utilizes a bifurcated design with an underlying data 86 

repository and a collection of user interface modules (Figure 1). The databases currently 87 

offers five user modules: Home, Gene Search, Transcription, Population Genetics, and 88 

GO Term Info. Each of these modules is designed to draw on different elements of the 89 

underlying data repository. This bifurcated design facilitates simple updates to the 90 

repository which then are immediately populated into changes in the functionality and 91 

results produced by the modules that draw on the updated repositories. Similarly, new 92 
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modules can be added at any time to take advantage of new types of analyses users 93 

desire or new data types included in the repository. The home module houses general 94 

information about A. mexicanus and about CaveCrawler’s functionality, as well brief 95 

instructions for contributing data. 96 

 97 

     The Gene Search module enables the user to search for data associated with genes-98 

of-interest and also to identify genes associated with GO terms-of-interest. In this module, 99 

the user inputs a single gene stable ID, a single GO term, or a comma-separated list of 100 

genes. The module outputs a downloadable table describing all genes associated with 101 

the inputs and the positional, transcription, and population genetics data associated with 102 

each of the genes. The output also indicates whether a statistic or piece of transcriptional 103 

data is not present for each gene-of-interest. Therefore, this module concatenates data 104 

from disparate sources into a single analysis output, enabling the user to efficiently search 105 

for existing data and identify experiments which have yet to be conducted on their genes-106 

of-interest. 107 

 108 

     The Transcription module enables the user to identify genes which differ in 109 

transcription level between groups. Here, the user first inputs the groups they would like 110 

to compare. The user may either compare an experimental group to a control group or 111 

compare one morph to another morph. The user then specifies whether they would like 112 

to see genes which are up or downregulated in the first group compared to the second 113 

and the percent change in transcription level between groups. The module then produces 114 

a downloadable output table of genes fitting the specified transcription patterns. 115 

 116 

     The Population Genetics module enables the user to access population genomics 117 

statistics, such as π, Tajima’s D, dXY, and FST. This module has two options for accessing 118 

population genomics data. In the first option, the user provides GO terms and the module 119 

outputs and visualizes the statistical values of all genes associated with those GO terms. 120 

The second approach enables the user to search for transcriptional or genomic values 121 

associated with defined across different analyses.  122 

 123 
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     In the GO term search function of the Population Genetics module, the user inputs GO 124 

information, statistics-of-interest, and populations-of-interest. For the GO information, the 125 

user can input either a single GO ID, a comma-separated list of GO IDs, or a phrase 126 

associated with the target GO term. The module outputs a downloadable table describing 127 

all values of the population-specific statistics-of-interest for the genes associated with the 128 

indicated GO term(s). If any of the statistics-of-interest require pairwise comparisons 129 

between populations, the module will output pairwise statistics for each possible pairing 130 

of input populations. On this submodule, the user may also input a statistic and a scaffold 131 

and CaveCrawler will plot the statistical values of each GO-term-associated gene which 132 

falls on that scaffold. The GO term function of the Population Genetics module thus 133 

enables the user to access and visualize population genomics statistics for a GO term of 134 

interest. 135 

 136 

     The outlier function of the Population Genetics module consists of two approaches for 137 

pulling outlier genes from combined datasets. One approach enables the user to identify 138 

a specified number of genes which have the most extreme values for an indicated 139 

statistic, while the other approach enables the user to identify all genes whose statistic 140 

value falls above or below a specified threshold value. In the gene number approach, the 141 

user must specify the number of genes and must specify whether they would like to see 142 

the top or bottom quantile. CaveCrawler then outputs a table describing the specified 143 

number of genes with the most extreme values for the statistic-of-interest. In the statistical 144 

threshold approach, the user specifies a threshold statistical value and specifies whether 145 

they would like to see genes above or below this value. CaveCrawler outputs both a table 146 

and a distribution plot describing the genes which fall above or below this threshold.  147 

 148 

     Both outlier approaches require the user input a statistic-of-interest and population(s)-149 

of-interest. If the statistic-of-interest is a one-population statistic, such as π or Tajima’s D, 150 

both approaches will report outlier statistical values for all input populations. If the input 151 

statistic is a pairwise statistic, such as FST or dXY, both approaches will report outlier 152 

statistical values for all possible pairs of populations-of-interest. If a statistic value has yet 153 

to be collected for a population or population pair, CaveCrawler will output a warning 154 
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about that statistic. Thus, the outlier function of the Population Genetics module enables 155 

users to not only identify outliers for a statistic-of-interest but also to identify populations 156 

for which a statistic-of-interest has yet to be collected. 157 

 158 

     The GO Term Info module enables users to access descriptions of GO IDs. This 159 

function helps users identify GO IDs they should search for in the Population Genetics 160 

module and helps them make sense of transcription and outlier queries. On this module, 161 

the user may input a single GO ID, comma-separated list of GO IDs, or a phrase-of-162 

interest, such as “sleep”. CaveCrawler searches data from the official Gene Ontology 163 

databank, outputting descriptions of all input GO IDs or GO IDs relevant to the input 164 

phrase. In addition, CaveCrawler reports all GO IDs which occur hierarchically beneath 165 

these IDs. The GO Term Info module thus enables researchers to investigate the broader 166 

biological impact of transcription and diversity data relevant to their genes-of-interest. 167 
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The data repository 169 

     CaveCrawler pools data from multiple publications and authors can request that their 170 

own data be integrated into CaveCrawler’s repository. As of publication, CaveCrawler’s 171 

data bank includes transcriptional datasets (14,15), population genetics datasets (10,15), 172 

GO data from UniProt and the Gene Ontology Consortium (16-18), and genome 173 

architecture data from Ensembl Genome Browser, release 104 (19). 174 

 175 

     CaveCrawler’s Transcription and Gene Search modules currently draw upon datasets 176 

that describe genes whose transcription levels changed significantly in response to sleep 177 

deprivation in A. mexicanus (20). This dataset describes the log fold-change (logFC) and 178 

p-values for each of these genes in each A. mexicanus morph where the change in 179 

transcription was significant compared to controls of the same morph (20). As described 180 

in the Transcription module section of this paper, CaveCrawler can also access 181 

transcription data for genes whose transcription is significantly different between morphs 182 

(14). The Transcription module has enough flexibility that new transcriptional data can be 183 

integrated. Thus, CaveCrawler could be used to analyze transcriptional changes in 184 

response to any experimental condition and between any two morphs of A. mexicanus. 185 

 186 

     CaveCrawler’s Population Genetics and Gene Search modules currently integrate 187 

data from two studies describing signatures of selection in A. mexicanus (10,15). One of 188 

these studies calculated π and Tajima’s D values for the Pachon, Tinaja, Molino, Río 189 

Choy, and Rascon populations, as well as FST and dXY values for each population pair 190 

(10). The other study describes dXY  values of all genes in two populations of the Chica 191 

morph, Pachon and Rascon, and Tinaja and Rascon (15). As with the Transcription 192 

module, the Population and Gene Search modules have enough flexibility that new data 193 

can be integrated.  194 

 195 

     The Gene Search, Transcription, and Population Genetics modules currently draw 196 

upon positional data obtained from Ensembl (19). The genome assembly used in the 197 

current version is A. mexicanus 2.0, the most up-to-date genome assembly for this 198 
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species (9). All of CaveCrawler’s modules utilize GO term information from UniProt and 199 

from the Gene Ontology Consortium (16-18). 200 

 201 

     Though CaveCrawler already integrates data from numerous disparate sources, 202 

enabling powerful cross-study comparisons of genetic data, CaveCrawler’s data 203 

repository is not static. The CaveCrawler website includes instructions for data 204 

submission and the power and insights possible with this resource will grow as the 205 

repository of data on which draws grows. CaveCrawler’s data repository will be updated 206 

annually in July. 207 

 208 

Results 209 

     The CaveCrawler analysis suite consists of multiple tools for comparing datasets that 210 

allow for identification of genetic differences between populations of A. mexicanus. These 211 

tools have a wide range of applications, including rapid candidate gene identification and 212 

inference of population-level variation. Here, we present an example of how CaveCrawler 213 

can be used to answer biological questions. 214 

 215 

Rapid Identification of Candidate Genes for Empirical Studies 216 

     Since CaveCrawler enables simultaneous cross-analysis of multiple studies, 217 

researchers can use CaveCrawler to find genes which are outliers for both transcription 218 

and population genetics statistics in a matter of minutes. These genes can then be 219 

analyzed in downstream studies, such as GO term analyses, to make biological 220 

inferences. Here, we identified genes which are transcriptionally dysregulated between 221 

cave and Río Choy morphs, then performed a GO term analysis to determine the 222 

biological function and cellular components with which these genes are associated. 223 

These genes could be used as candidates for future empirical studies, such as 224 

knockdown or knockout studies. 225 

 226 

     To examine genes that are both transcriptionally upregulated and harbor markers of 227 

selection, we first used CaveCrawler’s Population Genetics module to identify the FST 228 

values of all genes whose FST values were published in a recent population inference 229 
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paper in the Mexican tetra (see 10). Then, we used the ‘Gene Search’ module to identify 230 

the transcription data for each of the 1140 genes identified by the Population Genetics 231 

module (see Supplemental Table 1). By using the Gene Search module, we found that 232 

previous studies had measured the between-morph logFC values for 267 of the 1140 233 

genes for which we had FST values. Pairwise FST  measures how dissimilar a DNA 234 

sequence is between two groups relative to diversity within the groups, and logFC is the 235 

log fold change in mRNA transcription between two groups (14,21). Of the genes for 236 

which both FST and logFC had been calculated by previous studies, there were 72 for 237 

which FST outlier status had been determined by a previous study (10). Gene names, 238 

logFC, transcription p-values, and FST values for all 72 genes are available in the 239 

supplemental materials. 240 

 241 

     For each cave- Río Choy surface comparison, we then identified the genes which were 242 

both significantly differentially expressed for circadian regulation (logFC p-value < 0.05) 243 

between Río Choy and the corresponding cave population and were identified by a 244 

previous study to be FST outliers for the same population pairing (10). These genes, which 245 

were both transcriptional and FST outliers, will henceforth be referred to as double outliers. 246 

We found one gene which was a double outlier in all three cave-Río Choy pairings (Table 247 

1; Figure 2), one which was a double outlier for both Pachón-Río Choy and for Tinaja-Río 248 

Choy (Table 1; Figure 2A and 2C), one which was a double outlier for Molino-Río Choy 249 

only (Table 1; Figure 2B), one which was a double outlier for Tinaja-Río Choy only (Table 250 

1; Figure 2C).  251 
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 252 
    We performed a GO term analysis on arpin to identify any biological process, molecular 253 

function, or cellular component associated with this double outlier. We found arpin to be 254 

associated with the biological process GO ID GO:0051126 and the cellular component 255 

GO IDs GO:0016021 and GO:0030027, which correspond to “negative regulation of actin 256 

nucleation”, “integral component of membrane”, and “lamellipodium”, respectively. To 257 

calculate the likelihood of sampling an A. mexicanus gene associated with GO:0051126 258 

by chance, we performed a Monte Carlo simulation for 1000000 iterations and 259 

calculate an empirical p-value of 2.8e-05. We performed another Monte Carlo to find the 260 
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likelihood of sampling GO:0016021 and GO:0030027 by chance, obtaining an empirical 261 

p-value of 4.4e-05. Thus, we used CaveCrawler to rapidly discover that genes that harbor 262 

markers of selection and are transcriptionally in cave populations across the circadian 263 

cycle. 264 

     As shown by this example, the CaveCrawler analysis suite can be used for a variety 265 

of investigations in the Mexican tetra. CaveCrawler can in minutes combine statistics from 266 

multiple studies and leverage GO terms to make novel inferences about evolutionary 267 

forces acting within a population.  268 

 269 

Discussion 270 

     Here, we describe a modular analysis suite for A. mexicanus. We have included a set 271 

of the genomics and transcriptional data that has been previously published. In addition 272 

to these studies, transcriptional analysis across developmental timepoints, as well as 273 

single cell analysis of hypothalamus has been collected. These data sets, and others 274 

collected in the future can be added to this analysis suite. These data, in combination with 275 

assembled genomes for surface fish and Pachón cavefish provide a platform for gene 276 

discovery in this system. In addition, the modularity of this system allows it to be readily 277 

adapted for new data types or genomic analyses. We then demonstrated that this analysis 278 

suite can be used to combine data from disparate sources to discover novel patterns in 279 

the Mexican tetra genome.  280 

 281 

     As proof of principle, we performed an analysis for genes that contained markers of 282 

selection and transcriptional dysregulation across the circadian cycle. This analysis 283 

identified four genes that were significantly different. These genes represent strong 284 

candidate for functional regulators of evolved differences in circadian behavior that have 285 

been widely studied in A. mexicanus and other species of cavefish (14,22-25). The gene 286 

arpin, a negative regulator of actin is of particular interest because it is identified as 287 

harboring markers of selection and transcriptional dysregulation across all three cavefish 288 

populations. Actin dynamics have been implicated as targets of circadian regulation for a 289 

number of processes including wound healing, immune function and neural plasticity (26-290 

28).  Therefore, it is possible that multiple populations of cavefish have converged on 291 
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changes in actin regulation that account for loss of behavioral and transcriptional rhythms 292 

(14,24). 293 

 294 

     Shiny has been widely applied to develop a range of public databases that offer 295 

interactive data visualization and access (12,29,30). However, to our knowledge, this is 296 

the first use of Shiny to create a public genomic database and analysis tool for any model 297 

organisms. Traditionally these resources which are key to supporting model organism 298 

communities have come with considerable cost in the form of computer programmers and 299 

hosting services (31,32). Perhaps one of the most valuable contributions that 300 

CaveCrawler can make is as a flexible framework that can be adopted by any model 301 

organism community. We have made the underlying code for this project publicly 302 

available under the GPL license. All source code and example datasets are available in 303 

the GitHub repository: https://github.com/AnnabelPerry/AstyanaxShinyApp.  304 

 305 

     In A. mexicanus, like many other models of evolution, studies identifying quantitative 306 

trait loci (QTL) have provided a basis for a growing genetic toolkit in A. mexicanus can be 307 

used for functional genomics experiments guided CaveCrawler (7,33). For example, 308 

transgenesis, CRISPR-based transgenesis, and morpholinos have all been applied for 309 

functional validation of gene function (34-37). In addition, CRISPR-based screening 310 

approaches have been developed in zebrafish that allow for high throughput functional 311 

assessment of developmental and behavioral traits. This analysis suite will provide 312 

methodology for identifying genes for functional analysis. 313 
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